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them the right tools to succeed on
the bar · exam. Melissa Gunion,
a third year law student, said,
"These scores reaffirm the reason
why I chose NSU for law school.
I know the success is from the
preparation of structured courses.
The results are also a reflection of
SEE LAW 2

SEE SMOKING 2

HINI vaccines are now available to faculty and staff, and will be available to students starting this week.

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ

Twitter· Tweet· Twit

Do you walk around in a
cloud of smoke? Do friends and
family cough as soon as you enter
a room? Do you want to save
your money and your life? Do
you want to extinguish your bad
smoking habit once and for all?
Well, look no further! The
Quit Smoking Now Program is
the newest addition to NSU's
Healthy Sharks initiative, which
encourages healthy lifestyles
through the integration of
wellness activities in students'
daily routines.
Steven Zucker, D.M.D.,
M.Ed., associate dean for
community affairs and Area
Health Education Centers program director in the College. of
Osteopathic Medicine, explains
that "Tobacco kills more people
each year than alcohol, suicide,
murder, AIDS and illicit drug
use combined. It is responsible
for significant morbidity in our
community and causes pain and
suffering to millions of people
and their families."
Under the Healthy Sharks
initiative, NSU's Area Health
Education Centers, Healthy
Lifestyles Guided Self-Change
Program, Clinic Pharmacy and
Wellness Program have joined
forces to encourage NSU employees, students and members
of their immediate families who
want to quit smoking to take
advantage of the university's
multiple tobacco cessation programs and resources, which are
available year-round.
The groups meet for an
hour and a half, once a week,
for six weeks. Participants will
also receive a free supply of
non-prescnptJon nicotine replacement therapy gum, patches
or lozenges, while supplies last.
The next group meeting will be
scheduled for Oct. 5 from 12:30
p.m.-2 p.m. and Oct. 8 from 4:30
p.m.-6 p.m. Early registration is
encouraged as space is limited.

It is rare to find someone
who has not heard of the HINI
flu. From newspapers, to television and radio broadcasts,
the virus has been a priority in
news coverage, which begs the
question, what is NSU doing to

protect its community?
The HINI vaccine, which
is already available to faculty
and staff, will be available to
students starting this week and
will be covered, in most cases, by
their insurance.
"Along with the Health
Department, we will provide the
vaccine to those who would

need it or would like it," said
Caitlin Ballback, student medical
manager in the Health Professions
Division.
Until vaccines are available,
it is recommended that students
wash their hands thoroughly, use
hand sanitizer and cover their
mouths with the inside of their
elbows when sneezing.
SEE FLU 2
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VICTORIA HUNTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

According to the results
of the Florida Bar Exam, NSU's
Shepard Broad Law Center ranked third in rates of passing the
bar in the state of Florida. NSU

ranked ahead of schools such as
the University of Miami, and in
July, had the highest bar passage
rate out of all law schools located
in South Florida.
Overall, students felt proud
of the results, and are grateful to
the professors that are providing
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Bruce Peters, D.O., director
of clinics in the College of
Osteopathic Medicine, explained,
"After touching [hard] surfaces,
such as doorknobs, students
should wash their hands because
germs can survive there for two
to eight hours. Most students do
not know this and they touch
their faces, mouths and eyes,
afterwards."
NSU will also be providing
seasonal flu shots in Oct. It is
recommended that students get
both shots. If students do not have

insurance, they are advised to get
the shots at other pharmacies for
about 25 dollars each.
"The number one way [to
prevent getting the flu] would
be to get both vaccines, [and]
the second would be to maintain
good health and nutntlOn,
keep hydrated, and keep good
respiratory hygiene," said Peters.
There have not been many
cases of HINI at NSU. Only a
few staff members and students
have contracted the virus, but all
have fully recuperated.

If students suspect anyone
is sick or wish to make an
appointment, call the Student
Medical Center at (954) 262-1262.
The Health Professions
Division has provided a series of
regulations and recommendations
available online at www.nova.
eduifluJindex.htrnl, where the
_NSU community can also be
kept up to date on the HINI flu.
Other helpful Web sites include
www.flu.gov and www.cdc.gov.

South Florida law schools is
amazing. NSU has the resources
to stay in the top five and climb
the ladder to the top [in the
country]," said Sahily Picon,
a recent graduate of NSU's
Shepard Broad Law Center,
who now works for Sheldon J.
Schlesinger, P.A.
Collectively, students believe NSU is prepping them not

only to pass the bar but to succeed
in the real world.
The law center recognized
and honored the students for
the achievements and held a
swearing-in ceremony on Sept.
22. Judges Melanie May, Robert
Diaz and Thomas Lynch were
present "for the ceremony and
swore in the students to the
Florida Bar.
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the students' good work." Gunion
also recognized the Florida Bar
Auxiliary Program for her success
so far at NSU.
The FBAP is a voluntary
program provided by the law
center and is just one of many
efforts to support students to pass
the bar and be prepared.
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However, for students who
prefer one-on-one support, there
are also individual counseling
sessions available, courtesy of
the Healthy Lifestyles Guided
Self-Change Program. These
sessions are conducted by
advanced doctoral psychology
students, who are highly trained
in motivational interviewing.
These sessions, ranging from 30
to 60 minutes, typically last about
five or six weeks."
"These services, including
group support by well trained
specialists in tobacco cessation and individual counseling
services, give our university
students, faculty, staff and their
immediate families a rare oppor-

Chief of Visual Design!
Webmaster

tunity to stop smoking and
improve the quality of their
lives and those around them,"
said Zucker.
NSU also offers a Plus 30
program, which is designed to
allow employees an opportunity
to take advantage of all health
and wellness activities provided
by the university by modifying
their traditional workday. As
long as a 37.5 hour "work week
is maintained, employees can
make arrangements with their
supervisor so they may participate
in programs like Quit Smoking
Now and many others.
"We are looking to develop
a healthy culture throughout the
NSU community and gradually

become a smoke-free campus,"
said Robert Oller, D.O., chief
executive officer of NSU health
care centers.
Smoking is currently prohibited everywhere on campus
and at all student education
centers, except at clearly identified designated smoking sites,
which are located at least 50 feet
from any building on campus.
To register or obtain
more information for the group
sessions, contact the AHEC
program at (954) 262-1588.
Appointments for individual
counseling sessions may be made
through the Healthy Lifestyles
Guided Self-Change Program at
(954) 262-5968.
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The Current serves Nova Southeastern University from its location
in Room 105 of the Athletics and Student Activities (ASA)
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Editorials, commentaries and advertisements in this publication
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right to edit, publish or deny submitted works as it sees fit. The
Current shall remain free of associations and activities that may
compromise integrity or damage credibility or otherwise create a
bias, real or perceived .
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NSU's New Health and Wellness
Magazine Makes Living
a.Healthier Lifestyle Simple
SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Wellness Made Simple magazine, NSU's newest publication, is aimed at promoting a
healthier NSU experience for
both employees and students
on campus. This bi-annual
publication aims to help students,
faculty and staff members at
NSU become geared towards
healthier habits. It features
personal experiences and testimonials, healthy lifestyle tips
and initiatives, as well as health
benefits that are available to
anyone at the university.
"This is the time when
students are off on their own and
are developing their eating and
exercise habits," said Marcela
Sandigo, managing editor of
Wellness Made Simple and student health manager and wellness
coordinator. "The magazine is a
resource for them."
The publication defines
wellness as equilibrium between

@ACURA

six facets: social, occupational,
spiritual, physical, intellectual
and emotional. Once a balance is
attained within these six facets,
individuals will see improvements in their home, work,
academic and fitness lives.
Robert S. Oller, D.O. and
CEO of the department of Clinical
Operations, was the initiator
of the project and noticed after
speaking to various deans and
administrative employees that not
many people were knowledgeable about the resources available
on campus.
"I wanted to create an easyto-read, interesting publication
that the university community
could keep in their library to
locate any resources they needed
as well as gain information on how
to stay healthy," said Dr. Oller.
"It was a lot of work. Ittook almost
a year of planning, and I hope
stu-dents, faculty and administration use it."
"I think it's great that we have
a magazine that can help students

know how to live a healthier
lifestyle," said Yuko Fujimoto, a
student in the M.I.B.A. program.
"I go to yoga class and water
aerobics; now I will know what .
to eat to balance that aspect of
my health."
"It is very informative." said
Loy Campbell, a staff member at
the Innovation Zone on campus.
"But I'd like to see more content
with picture demonstrations; for
example there could be images
of new exercises to try and
techniques."
Rochelle Reynolds, a junior
psychology major, stated, "It is
actually a necessary resource
on campus because you're not
getting that good healthy, family
meal when you're away from
home. This magazine will help
keep me in check."
Recurring segments to look "the wellness resources" section,
for in each issue are the "health which outlines specific resources
and wellness initiatives made for the university community to
simple" section that outlines use, as well as the "what's at NSU
special weeks and events for you" section that covers all
on campus to look out for; areas and the 17 clinics available

for use at the university.
F or more information on
Wellness Made Simple or to
pick up a copy, send an e-mail to
pmarcela@nova.edu or call (954)
262-4055.
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Balancing School and Being Fit:
Optometry Srudent Proves You
Can Do Both
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

SOBeFiT Magazine IS
conducting its first "Fittest
Person of the Year" contest. The
. competition attracted approximately 500 contestants. Of
those, only six remain. One of
them is Seth Salima, a second
year optometry student in NSU 's
College of Optometry.
Salima, who competed in
gymnastics during his childhood,
now trains kids as a men's
gymnastics junior olympics instructor and volunteers with
the Special Olympics. He has
also been a part of "Cirque du
Soleil's 'Ka'."
"It was a dream come true.
Like [I said] in the magazine,
it is like being in the NFL for
football, or the major leagues,"
he said about working in "Cirque
du Solei!." "It is the pinnacle
of performance, because at that
point, you are good enough to
get paid for what you do. The
atmosphere is great, [and] you
are not competing anymore; you
are just performing."
Salima has one more thing
that other finalists do not. At

the age of 17, he was diagnosed with Wolff-Parkins onWhyte syndrome; a disease that
affects cardiac function . However,
Salima has never let the diagnosis
slow him down.
"It was bitter-sweet [to be
diagnosed]. It is bitter because I
will get insanely tired on those
days, but I try to eat healthier.
There are no bad days; there are
just no-training days. But [being
diagnosed] helped explain the
previous episodes I had."
A lover of fast-food, Salima
works hard to earn the right to
eat those McDonald's French
fries. Five to seven days a week
he does cardio and lifts weights,
sometimes in the RecPlex. He
also rope climbs without using
his legs.
"I did not change my
routine; I just became more
conscious about training and
did not take time off whenever
I wanted."
The top six finalists are
three men and three women, and
one member of each gender will
be declared the winners. They
were decided through online
voting, which closed on Sept. 23,
and will be announced on Oct. 16.

RENT YOUR TEXTBOOKS!
In a bind? New and
used textbooks at
unbeatable prices!
Mention this ad
and get$s.oo off
your purchase!

The winners will receive $65,000
in prizes and will be featured on
the magazine's cover.
If he wins, Salima says he
will throw a little celebration.
"But even ifI do not win, there is
something I will do. I will thank
everyone who supported me and
helped me get votes."
Although he has to wait
about a month before he finds
out who the winners are, Salima
keeps himself busy to take his
mind off the waiting. "It is nervewracking but I am also at peace
because I have so · many other
things going on. If I win, it will
be awesome, but if not, there
are always pathology and ocular
disease tests to distract me."
Looking for the fittest person
in South Florida, the magazine
evaluated contestants based on fitness, health, sports, nutrition and
community involvement. Judges
included Marta Montenegro,
editor-in-chief of SOBeFiT;
Richard Lopez, Ed.D., exercise
physiologist; Lisa Dorfman,
Ed.D., sports nutritionist; Jessica ~
Arias Fierman, associate general
counsel and Enrique Auvert,
president and chief executive
officer of ABA Capital Group.

CampusBookExchange.com

CAMPUS BOOK
EXCHANGE
6500 S.W. 39TH STREET
Directions from NSU: go west on
SW 30th St., south onto College Ave.,
left at traffic light onto SW 39u1 st.
We're in the Nova Center shopping
plaza just behind the Farm Stores!

954·530·4906

To Our Valued Readers:
Please excuse the information on our Web site, as
we are currently undergoing maintenance that will
greatly impact and benefit our readers
in the future.

If you have any immediate inquiries, please
contact our office at (954) 262-8455.

Courtesy of J. Faust

Seth Salima poses for his profile picture. The voting for the fittest person concluded on
Sept 23 and the winners will be announced on Oct 16.
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Past
Athletes
Honored
Events Calendar'
. at 2009 Athletics
Oct. 6 - 12
Hall of Fame Ceremony
Tuesday, Oct. 6

Careers on Wall Street
6 p.m-7:30 p.m

Lucky 13: Test Preparation
7p.m-9p.m

Gain confidence and assurance in
your test-taking abilities, as you
explore strategies that include
how to approach different types
of tests and review the actual
test-taking process, For more
information, please contact Dalis
Dominguez at (954) 262-8485 or
at dalias@nova,edu.

Speaker Patrick Manning will be
discussing careers on Wall Street.
Food and refreshments will be
served. This event is presented
by the Economics and Finance
Association in the Carl DeSantis
Building, Room 1048/1049. All
students are welcome.
Sunday, Oct. 11

4th Annual Shark Shuflle
5KRun&Walk
Wednesday, Oct. 7

Public Service Career Fair
10a.m-2p.m

Meet and network with local and
national employers at the Public
Service Career Fair. Jobs featured
at the fair will include government, non-profit, education,
health care, law enforcement and
much more. This event will take
place at the Don Taft University
Center. For more information,
please contact Fayona Salmon at
fs258@nova.edu.
Fischler Speaker Series
5p.m-7p.m

Eugene Garcia, Ph.D., professor
of education at Arizona State
University and a scholar in the field
of second language acquisition, will
present findings from his research
on second language learrring
during the early childhood years.
This event will take place at the
Atrium and Knight Auditorium of
the Carl DeSantis Building. Please
visit www.schoolofed.nova.edul
common/events! to RSVP.
Thursday, Oct. 8

Invisible Children
Movie Screening
6p.m-8p.m

Representatives from the Invisible Children headquarters in
California are traveling to NSU
to present their discussion on
how to save Uganda. They will
discuss issues currently faced by
Uganda, and what people can do
to help. This event will take place
in the Rose and Alfred Miniaci
Performing Arts Center. For
more information, please contact
Sabrina Smith at (954) 629-7690
or smitsabr@nova.edu.

7:30 a.m - 10:30 a.m

The Fourth Annual NSU Shark
Shuffle 5K Run and Walk will
begin at 7:30 a.m. sharp on the
morning of Sun., Oct. 11., and at
8:45 a.m., prizes will be handed
out. For more information,
please contact Mirna Gonzalez at
gmirna@nova.edu.
The 2009 inductees of the NSU Hall of Fame (in order from left to right) are men's soccer player Christian Goffi , baseball player Craig
Smith, men's golfer Ryan Cobb and women's softball player Kim (Eason) Needle.

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

•
Italian-American Genealogy
1p.m-6p.m

For Columbus Day, learn to
uncover your Italian hertiage
with renowned national expert
and author of "They Came
in Ships," John Colletta. The
program will include the
following: "Discovering Your
Italian Heritage, Part 1: U. S.
Sources" from 1 p.m. to 2:15
p.m.; "Discovering Your Italian
Heritage, Part 2: Using Records
in Italy" from 2:45 p.m. to
4 p.m.; "Your Ancestors from
Italy: How to Discover and
Record Their Stories" from 4:30
p.m. to 5:45 p.m.; and book
signing with John Colletta from
5:45p.m. t06p.m. This event will
take place at the Alvin Sherman
Library. All programs are free and
open to the public, but space is
limited so sign up early by visiting
www.nova.edu/library/genealogy
or calling (954) 262-4575.

Place an advertisement in The Current.
Student Clubs and Organizations receive
a special discount.
For more information, please contact us at
thecurrentad@nova.edu or (854) 262-8461.

On one of the most glittering nights in th..f NSU Athletics
calendar, four exemplary alumni
were honored by being inducted
into the NSU Athletics Hall of
Fame on Oct. 2.
The Hall of Fame ceremony
is an invitation-only event that
brings together coaches, players
and athletic staff, past and present,
to celebrate the endeavors of
athletes of yesteryear.
The event took place inside
the UC Arena at the Don Taft

University'Centerwhere the south
auxiliary court was transformed
into a luxury venue fit for such
an occasion.
Over 200 attendees witnessed and paid tribute to the
successes of the four athletes who
made up the third Hall of Fame
class. The inductees included
baseball player Craig Smith,
softball player Kim (Eason)
Needle, men's soccer player
Christian Goffi and men's golfer
Ryan Cobb.
Certain current athletes
were fortunate enough to secure
an invitation to the event to

pay tribute to their peers. One
such athlete was senior men's
soccer player Nate Dunbar who
thoroughly enjoyed the ceremony.
"I really liked the speeches; they
were very well done."
Dunbar continued adding,
"It was a very entertaining
evening; it was a beautifully set
event and very well organized."
The prestigious event was
emceed by retired NBC6 News
Anchor Tony Segreto who entertained the athletics audience
on what proved to be another
special evening in the history of
NSU Athletics.

Ready, Set, Success!
SUETENPOW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the grand scheme of
life, people ultimately want to
be successful. To aid students'
journey to success, the academic
advisors want to facilitate students in reaching their goals and
dreams at NSU. On Tuesday,
Sept. 29, Lucky 13 took on
Academic
Advising:
Don't
Leave Your Success to Chance,
an interactive workshop that
aided students in learning how to
make positive decisions, not only
academically but also with regard
to finding a healthy balance.
This Lucky 13 workshop
focused on giving students the
keys for taking success into their
own hands. Each academic advisor
had hislher own table to plan out
the "perfect semester."

The students had to choose
categories that pertained to their
lives, including, but not limited
to, course load, university
involvement, work and other
commitments. Then, out of
the categories chosen by each
student, students had to decide
how much time was to be spent
with each choice to form the
best schedule.
Presenter Frank Majnerich,
an NSU academic advisor, feels
that Lucky 13 is a way to provide
students with support and help in
the first couple months. "We hope
to give more insight and have
the opportunity to discuss with
students their lives in an informal
environment. At first, we were
prepared to teach, but we were
pleasantly surprised to find that
most students are thinking about
their future."

After the categories were
chosen, the academic advisors
engaged in a group discussion
;with each member at the table
about their choices. They
encouraged each student to
dissect their "perfect semester"
and really balance school, work,
athletics and other commitments.
"I really liked everyone
talking and sharing. [The workshop] was very informative,"
said Keren Moros, a junior
communications studies major.
When asked if she would come
back to more Lucky 13 workshops, she replied, "Definitely, l
would keep coming back."
For
more
information
about Lucky 13, contact Dalis
Dominguez, Ed.D., at dalis@
nova.edu or (954) 262-8485.
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Do you want to gain hands-on work experience while olso hoving fun?
Then (orne and work for The Current.
We ore looking for energetic, innovotive, organized and (reative people who

wanf to gain experience in a deadlin&-driven news~oom environment.
The Current is now accepting appli(ations, so fin one out today.
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NSU Hosts Annual

The Latinization
Health and Fitness Expo
of America
AMANDA CAZACU
CURRENT AFFAIRS EDITOR

The annual Health and
Fitness Expo took place on the
second floor of the RecPlex on
Sept. 30. For those who missed
it, the event was geared towards
encouraging NSU faculty, staff
and students to use the resources ~
such as the RecPlex, trainers
and other health care services,
they are provided and to focus
on attaining and maintaining
good health.
There were pharmacy students on site performing free
screenings for cholesterol, blood
pressure, glucose levels and
bone density, which were just
a few of the added benefits of
attending. Among the free screenings were free giveaways and
healthy snacks, as well as some
fun games.
In addition, there were
different
medical
insurance
agencies providing information
to students. Some NSU organizations were there as well to
teach attendees how to control
their healthcare costs.
To inspire people who were
unmotivated to work out, fitness
demos, including workouts anyone can do at home, were
demonstrated. Getting fitted for
the spinning bicycle and CPR!
AED demos were also offered, all
in an effort to help students make
the first step in taking control of
their health.
At the event, the new
Wellness Made Simple magazine,
which only comes out twice a
year, was officially launched.

Augustine Garcia speaks to the crowd at "Latinization of America."
Photo by A. Cazacu

Free massages were given to those students, faculty and staff who have their insurance
provided through NSU.

Photo by A. Cazacu

NSU pharmacy students performed free cholesterol testing on students who gave
their consent.

Jessica Besch, former graduate just do not take advantage of the
assistant for fitness and one of resources given to us or are not
the editors of the magazine, ' aware of them."
encouraged the NSU faculty, staff
For more information on
and students to realize how many Wellness Made Simple or to
great health programs are offered find out more about the health
here at NSU and hopes to bring and wellness resources available
awareness through this magazine. at NSU, visit www.nova.eduJ
Furthermore, she added that wellness.
"NSU does an excellent job of
making wellness a priority; we

SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Sept. 22, Lambda
Theta Phi hosted a lecture for
Hispanic Heritage Month called
"Latinization of America" in the
Carl DeSantis Building's Knight
Auditorium to shed light on issues
surrounding Latinos. The event
featured Augustine Garcia, the
president and owner of Garcorp
International Inc. and an expert
in Latino affairs, Latin America,
immigration and human and civil
rights. Row after row was filled
with a mix of students from all
different backgrounds.
Garcia began the lecture
by discussing what it means to
be Latino. He explained how
"Hispanic" is not a term he
prefers because he feels that
people monopolize terms in the
U.S. "Hispanic means to speak
Spanish, but we do not refer to
our food as Hispanic; it is Latin
food. We have Latin heritage.
We even have Latin lovers not
Hispanic lovers."
Garcia spoke with passion
when discussing how Latinos

are the most diverse ethnicity in
the world because they are from
the Caribbean, North America,
South America and Africa.
Latin roots can also be traced
back to Germany, Romania,
Italy, Portugal, France and
other places.
"Latinos are not a race, we
are an ethnic group. We came
over to the new world, and instead
of annihilating the natives, we
married them," said Garcia.
"It was a really interesting
talk. I can relate to the topic
because it is close to my heart."
said Sylvia Spoon, sophomore
sociology major.
"I think not enough emphasis is placed on Latin Heritage
Month. It was a great event
shedding light on a group of
people who have given a lot to
South Florida and America as
a whole." said Alex Sabbero,
senior finance major. "We should
have more events like these."
For more information about
Hispanic Heritage Month, visit
www.nova.edu/cwis/pubaffairs/
news/july-sept2009/hispanic _
heritage_ month.html.

Are you a communication studies major? Are you considering a career in
journalism? Then come gain some hands-on experience at The Current!
If you would like to write for The Current, please contact us at nsunews@nova.edu
to set up an appointment.

SUTV AUDITIONS

a

AUDITIONS FOR NEWS SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:
Tuesday, Oct. 13: 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 15: 2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 16: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
We are looking for reporters, anchor people, cameramen and editors.
All auditions will be held in the Athletics and Student Affairs (ASA) Building, Room 102B
Open MondalJ - SaturdalJ

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT SUTV
AT SHARKTV@NOVA.EDU OR (954) 262-2602.

11:30 o .m .-3 p .m .
6 p .m.-9 :30 p .m .
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<Shopping Online 101
AMANDA CAZACU
CURRENT AFFAIRS EDITOR

Are you one of those people
who dreads digging through racks
of clearance items and would

rather hire a personal shopper?
Do you hate spending the day
shopping for something you may
or may not buy? Fortunately, no
personal shopper is needed to get
you over your dreaded shopping

task; all you need is the Internet.
Most of us have a clear picture
of what we want as we browse
our favorite stores' Web sites
but · when we think of buying
online, we hesitate. The risks

of buying online creep into our
heads. What if that chic leather
jacket turns out to be a leathery
mess or that pink blouse turns
out to be a mix between orange
and fuchsia? There are a couple

Tip #1:

Tip #2

If you're having second thoughts about
some vest or blouse and you don't know
which to buy, chances are you are not the
only one who wants to ordid buy it. Read the
reviews; people will be honest, especially
if they don't like something. Sometimes
they even post pictures of how they wore it
or what went wrong. This gives you a clear
picture of the actual product outside of
"Photoshopped" retailer websites.

Check out retailmenot.com' for online
coupons for many of your favorite retail
stores. It is amazing how much 10 percent
off can affect your purchasing decision.
Some coupons are less than others, but who
wouldn't appreciate at least five dollars off?
Type in the coupon code at checkout, and
watch your final price rollback and become
more affordable.

To gain the most out of your
online shopping experience And
take advantage of an online sale
add "register for 'shopittome.

com '" to yourplalli'ler next to your
3:30 p.m , study session. Once
you have registered (for free),
they will send you daily updated

solutions to getting past those
"second thoughts," and none
of them include going to the
actual store.

Tip #3

sales from your favorite stores.
They'll also ask you questions
that will give them a better idea
of what you are interested in and

When checking out at your online store you
may see a hefty amount for shipping, but
don't clear out your shopping cart just yet.
Instead, buy another size of the shoes you
want, just in case they run small. You'll be
happy you bought a size up, just in case that
size fits better, and it might just save you
the shipping costs. Most Web sites will offer
free shipping costs for a certain amount
spent and, best of all, free returns for the
stuff you don't like. Be sure to keep the
packaging, and look for the packing slip to
return the item by just dropping it off at your
local post office.

send you sales from stores you
love. What better way to start off
the day than opening your email
and reading about a great deal.

Shopping online can save
you big bucks so park your car
and log on to great savings.

Win $500 for getting up early and getting-a little exercise!
Are you an NSU student? Walk or r~n in the
Shark Shuffle.. and you could win one of a score
of Deans' Active Scholar grants, each worth

$500!
Here's all you need to do:
• Register in person at the RecPlex or online
at WWW.rec.noWLedU It will cost you only
$12, and you''!1 get a great organic t-shirt.
• Arrive in time for the 7:30 a.m. start time on
Sunday, October 11 (be at the courtyard in
front of the Miniaci Performing Arts Center
by 7:10 at the latest).
• Complete the 5K (3.1 mile) course at
whatever pace you like. Whether you sprint
or saunter, your chances to win are the
same-the event isn't called th~ SIIIII-k
Shuffle for nothing.
• Stick around for the awards (starting at
8:45 a.m.) to hear if your name is picked rn
the raffle-you must be present to win.
or call 954-

________________ w.
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What Does It All Mean?
Twitter is the latest social
network that is taking the
Internet by storm, but not many
individuals understand how or
what Twitter really does. Twitter
was created by Jack Dorsey,

who had a growing interest in
the simple idea of being able
to know what his friends were
doing. Dorsey wondered if there
might be an opportunity to build
something around the "status"
concept that Facebook and
MySpace created.
So, what is Twitter? Twitter

is a social network that asks one
question: "What are you doing?"
The answers must be under 140
characters in length and can be
sent via mobile texting, instant
message or the Web. Unlike
Facebook and MySpace, Twitter
allows you to post information
without necessarily receiving a

response. You can post photos,
links and anything else you can
think of. Yet, the beauty of the
site is being able to post any
information you like and having
everyone see it.
How does Twitter work?
It is simple, really. Once you
get the basic terminology down,

you will be able to "tweet"
like a professional. Here
is
the
terminology
you
should familiarize yourselves
with once you get started
on Twitter:

Now, you have all the
basics to begin using Twitter.
However, there is also one more
piece of important information
that all users should know

before starting. If you are worried
about your Twitter updates being
public and having anyone follow
you, you are able to protect your
tweets and have users request to

follow you instead. In this case,
you have to approve the person \.0
see your tweets in their feed.
So, what are you waiting
for? Now that you have ad the

information you need, go ahead
and start tweeting!
For more information about
Twitter or to set up an account,
log on to www.twitter.com. If you

would like to follow The Current
on Twitter, please go to www.
twitter.comlTheCurrentNSU.

LAUREN AURIGEMMA
CHIEF OF VISUAL DESIGN
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Women's Soccer Defeated by
#2 Nationally Ranked.
West Florida

Men's and Women's Cross
Country Both Produce
Impressive Displays
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite a spirited secoIid
period, the NSU women's soccer
team found themselves on the
wrong end of a 3-1 defeat against
#2 nationally ranked West Florida
on September 27th.
The Sharks were up against
it even before a ball was kicked
as West Florida has been widely identified as likely national
champions this year and has
destroyed anybody in their path
so far.
With all this being said, the
Sharks entered the game full of
confidence and ready to pounce
on what would have been a huge
scalp for the program.
Regrettable, all did not go
according to plan for NSU as
they made a catastrophic start
to the game; they soon found
themselves a goal behind inside
two minutes of the game. On
an uncomfortably hot Sunday
afternoon, things went from bad
to worse for the Sharks as they
conceded two more goals in the
first 11 minutes.
Being three , goals down
with 79 minutes remaining in the
encounter, the outlook looked
bleak for the Sharks.
After the initial. onslaught,
NSU slowly st;;lrted to find their
feet and started to disrupt West
Florida's groove.
After the half the Sharks
played with more purpose and,

more intent as they looked
to salvage something from
the match.
NSU's gritty persistence
finally paid off when in the
81 st minute, sophomore Sarah
Wareham latched onto a precise
through ball and slotted home
from just inside the penalty area.
The game played out to a
3-1 finish as the Sharks restored
some pride in the second half after
facing an ominous and somewhat
daunting opening to the game.
On Oct. 2, Sharks bounced
back from three straight defeats
to grind out a hard-fought victory
over their conference rivals,
Tampa University, by a score line
of3-2.
Having endured a tough
time as of late, NSU needed a
victory to get their season moving
in the right direction, and having
not beaten Tampa in program
history, the task ahead seemed
somewhat daunting.
Despite the difficulty of
the encounter, the Sharks began the match in positive
fashion, taking the game to the
Spartans and immediately gaining
the upper hand.
The deadlock was broken
when senior Elizabeth ' Brauher
picked the ball up 30 yards from
goal and dribbled past three
Tampa defenders to coolly slot
the ball home.
The highlight of the night
came just five minutes later as the
Sharks combined on a number

of passes from deep inside their
own half to carve open the
Spartan defense, with Alexis
Hernandez latching onto the final
ball to slot home the second of
the night. Hernandez's finish was
an excellently executed team
goal and is probably an early
contender for goal of the season.
With a little under 15
minutes remaining in the half,
Tampa reduced the deficit to just
one goal as they broke on a counter
attack to punish the Sharks for
over-commiting in attack. The
game would head into the half
at 2-1.
As night descended on
the NSU soccer complex, the
encounter began to heat up as
NSU increased their lead. Hard
work and persistence paid off
for junior Kesiah Wattley as
she bundled the ball home from
close range.
The Sharks' newly restored
two-goal cushion would be cut in
half again as Tampa scored their
second goal of the night after the
Sharks' defense failed to clear the
ball in a congested penalty area.
The game played out to a
nail-biting finish as both teams
looked to secure that all important
goal; however it never came and
the match finished 3-2.
The Sharks move onto
an overall season record of
5-4 as they head out on the
road on Oct. 7, to face the
Eckerd Tritons.

Both the men's and
women's cross country teams
produced impressive displays
at the firunners .com invitational
on Oct. 2, as they build on
their productive starts to their
respective campaigns.
The men came in for a
second place finish whereas
the women were able to secure
fourth on what was a largely
successful evening for the crosscountry program,
Once again leading the
way on the women's side was
senior Krystal Porter, who ran a
season-best time to clinch 11th
place overall. Closely following
Porter was fellow senior Tara
Haddock, who also ran a seasonbest time to secure 16th place.
Three runners broke personal
records for the Sharks in the race.
Freshman Juliana Tabares shaved
11 seconds offher personal best to
finish in 25th position. Freshman
Kristina Williams cut almost two
minutes off of her personal best
to claim 38th place. Sophomore
Stacyann Daley shaved over 33
seconds off her time en route to
an 81 st placed finish.
The women's cross country
team ended the race with a total
of 131 team points with eventual
winners, Jacksonville, finishing
with 15.
On the men's side Brendan
Chwalek broke his own school
record that he had set earlier this

Krystal Porter leads the way for the Sharks,

year with a fourth place overall
finish . Using a new team running
strategy, the vast majority of the
Sharks' points came from junior
Agustin Rey, freshman Kevin
Meagher, junior John Besharat
and freshman Mike Greiner. The
quartet would finish 10th, 11th,
12th and 13th, respectively to
bolster the Sharks chances.
Sophomore Jonathan Junkins
ran a personal best en route to
an 18th place finish with junior
Joe Pella running a career-best
time for a 19th place finish.
Junior Chris Jacob also ran a
career-best time to clinch a 23rd
placed finish. Freshman Robert
Rowe kept up the trend as he also
raced a personal-best time for a
24th place finish, and freshman
Michael Whitehead finished in
26th position, Freshman Nico
Crecco claimed 52nd with fellow
freshman Ivan Almanza and
Kevin Yarbrough claiming 75th
and 80th places, respectively.
The Sharks garnered a total
of 36 points only to be narrowly
beaten by Florida Gulf Coast who
secured 35 points.

Sharks uniteD ~
Channel 96

MOVie ShOW Times: oct.,6-oct. 12, 2009

For more information: www.nova.eDU/SharksUniteDtv,

(954) 262-2602, email Sharktv@nova.~u
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Women's Volleyball
Edges Ahead in
Five-Set Thriller

Men's Soccer Starting to Build
Momentum as the Season
Heats Up

CRAIG HEENIGHAN
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
.

SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR

The Sharks put together
another impressive display on
Sept. 30, as Florida Southern
were dispatched of 3-0. It was
only the second time this season
that the Sharks have won backto-back games.
Inconsistency has plagued
the men's soccer team throughout
the season so far, and after a
convincing win over West Florida
last time out, the Sharks needed
to beat Florida Southern to really
get their season moving in the
right direction.
The Sharks started the game
in an optimistic mood as they
looked to have carried their good
form over from their last outing.
NSU possessed the ball early and
looked to be in control without
creating any chances in the early
exchanges of the game.
The first shot of the nightand, consequently, the first goal
of the night for the home sidecame in the 18tj minute as
Aly Hassan dispatched a Darryl
Gordon through ball to put the
Sharks up 1-0 at the half.
NSU began the second half
in similar style taking the game
to Florida Southern in search of

Aly Hassan in action for the Sharks as the season really heats ,!p.

that all-important second goal.
The Sharks didn't wait too long
when, after six minutes of the
second period, Hassan was one
on one with the gqalkeeper, and
he calmly slotted the ball home
for a second time.
After securing the second
goal, the Sharks managed to
possess . the ball easily as
they looked in complete control of the encounter. Florida
Southern defended commendably
but offered little threat to the
Sharks' defense.
The game was put beyond

any doubt just after the hour
mark as senior David Wahlberg
floated a ball forward that
Gordon collected and rounded
the goalkeeper for an easy tap in.
The Sharks saw out the game
and were unlucky not to have
increased their lead late in the
match. The game played out to a
3-0 finish.
NSU now moves to an
overall season record of 6-4 and
will be looking to build on their
recent good form as the end of
the season approaches.

Another spirited Sharks'
performance saw the women's
volleyball team come from
behind to defeat Florida Tech in
five sets on Oct. 1.
In their first of a seven game
road trip, the Sharks showed
fighting spirit and determination
to secure victory in what promises
to be a tough set of matches.
Freshoffherprogramassistbreaking record, Valia Petrova
led the Sharks in fine style as
she outclassed her opponents en
route to her first triple-double of
the season. Petrova shone with
11 kills, 38 assists and 20 digs in
addition to two aces and a block.
The Sharks were slow
out of the traps dropping the
opening set as FIT clinched the
opening exchanges 25-23. In
true Sharks' style, NSU bounced
back immediately in the second
set claiming victory by a score of
25-21. FIT would storm back to
sneak the third 25-19 before NSU
would tie the game up at 2-2 with
a 25-20 fourth set victory.
The Sharks held their nerve
in the fifth and showed their
class as they ground out a hard
fought 15-10 victory to take the
game 3-2.

Carly Perschnick and Jenerra McGruder
look to propel the women's volleybalJ
team to post season play.

Junior Taylor Pohlman and
freshman Carly Perschnick both
amassed 13 kills for the match as
they led the Sharks offensively.
Sophomore Molly
Sigerich
contributed greatly with eight
kills closely followed by senior
Jenerra McGruder who garnered
seven.
The women's volleyball
team now moves onto an overall
season record of 11-6 with a
conference record of 2-2. The
Sharks will be looking to improve
upon this record as they progr~ss
on their seven game road trip.

Nutrition Q&A
MARILYN GORDON
CONTRlBUTING WRITER

Is there a nutritional difference
between organic and regular
produce?
There has not been shown
to be a significant difference in
the nutrient content of organic vs.
conventionally grown foods. The
benefit happens to be the things

that we are not getting when we
choose organic.
Organic farmers use natural
fertilizers to feed the plants, beneficial insects to reduce pests and
disease, practice crop rotation
to replenish nutrients in the soil,
and feed their animals organic
feed. By choosing produce and
meats labeled "USDA Organic,"
you are reducing your exposure

to chemical fertilizers, spray
insecticides, chemical herbicides,
antibiotics, growth hormones,
and medications. Foods can be
labeled "100% Organic" if all
products are completely organic
or "Organic" if all products are at
least 95% organic. These products
can display the USDA Organic
seal. Other products may state
"Made with organic ingredients"

DeliaVentura's

PIZZERIA
Eat In, Take Out, and Deliver~

if at least 70% of those ingredients
are organic. They may not use the
organic seal however.
The downside to organic
foods is that it tends to be more
expensive. To offset the increased
cost, consider buying less. Instead of buying large amounts
of low quality food, consider
buying smaller amounts of high
quality food. If organic produce

is out of the question, wash all
fruits and vegetables thoroughly
under running water. Pesticide
residues can collect in the fat of
meats, poultry and fish so remove
skin and excess fat before
consumption.
- Marilyn Gordon
EdD, RD, CSSD, LDN
Registered Dietitian and
Licensed Dietitian/Nutritionist
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YES! NSU HAS ITS OWN RADIO STATION!!!

954.791.6077
Shark ~riendlj ~ood Made 1:0 order.
Once jOU 1Tj i-t:, jou're hOOked!

DID YOU KNOW THAT IT BROADCASTS LIVE FROM 7PM - lAM EVERY
NIGHT?!
TUNE IN TONIGHT ON

88.5

FM OR LISTEN ONLINE AT

WWW.L1VE36S/STATIONS/WNSU!!

NSU STUDENTS:
Receive 25% off on Wednesdaysl
Al l o ther day s 10% o ff·
t='ree pi'Z-'Z-a wi-tl-. -tl-.e purcl-.ase
( Sa-turda ~ s

O~

FOR MORE INFORMATION, STUDENT DJs, TICKETS,
a pi'Z-'Z-a

or\lj\

4120 SW 64th Avenue
Davie, FL 33314
Monday-Thursday: 11 a.m.-10 p.rn.
Friday-SaTurday: 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sundays: 12 p .m.-B p.m.

RADIO X ALSO DJs EVENTS AND PARTIES ON CAMPUS AND OFF CAMPUS!

GIVEAWAYS AND GREAT MUSIC CALL OR EMAIL!!!
RADIO X ALSO OFFERS ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FORM OF
UNDERWRITING TO LOCAL BUSINESSES!!!
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.NOVA.EDU/RADIOX!!!
REQUEST LINE: 954-262-8460
BUSINESS LINE: 954-262-8457
WWW .NOVA.EDU/RADIOX
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ALessonin
Huxnanity

Thavisouk Phrasavath and his mother recall their past in "The Betrayal."

JUAN GALLO

be moved to tears as you follow
this family'S struggles with war,
poverty, loss, violence, racism,
If you could only see one love, injustice and heartbreak.
For me, the hero of the film
movie in your entire life-just
one-and you asked me to is the mother, who talks about
recommend one to you, without raising these children in poverty
a doubt I would tell you to watch by herself, even giving birth to
some without her husband by
"The Betrayal (Nerakhoon)."
"The
Betrayal"
is
a her side. As this self-proclaimed
documentary that follows a "uneducated woman" speaks,
soldier from Laos during the poetry, ironically, flows out as
Vietnam War. Laos was a neutral she describes, in tears, the love
kingdom, yet the United States she has lost and her struggle to
Army secretly set up a base there raise her children in an unfamiliar
and used this strategic location land where she is devalued. She
to bomb areas in Laos inhabited is an incredibly strong woman,
by the enemy. The U.S. recruited the likes of which anybody must
soldiers from the Laotian Anny admire and stand in awe of. The
to help them pinpoint the areas most gut-wrenching part of the
where they should bomb, with the film, though, is when the family
promise that when the U.S. won eventually reunites with their
the war, they would be greatly father and the tum of events that
follow.
compensated.
The film also reflects the
The soldier the film follows
had a wife and 10 children. difficult choice people must make
Eventually, the U.S. left and when leaving the country they
communism seeped into the were born in for the opportunity
Laotian government. Anyone and safety of another. Yet, safety
who had aided the U.S. was was hardly what this family
looked upon as a traitor and found. Though incredibly grateful
was taken to a camp to be "re- to the U.S. for the opportunity to
educated." Needless to say, the escape their past, they could not
family from the film never saw help but be tortured by the gang
violence that surrounded them
their father again in Laos.
Fearing their own lives, the and influenced their children,
family, with help from the Thai who were desperately longing for
government, moved to the U.S., attention and acceptance.
I am simply cannot articulate
assuming the U.S. government
would surely help them once enough nor can I conjure up the
they got there. They were taken words to properly bestow on this
. to a project in New York City movie the glories that it deserves .
where they had to face a war of a As a human being, I was shaken
to my core. I was inspired by a
different nature.
While living in New York story so filled with perseverance
in the 1980s, the family faced and more power of the heart than
discrimination and a culture I have ever seen in any other
that was getting more violent by film.
This is not a film to entertain.
the second. The oldest brother,
Thavisouk Phrasavath, who co- This is a film that teaches and
wrote and co-directed the film, that says life is what you learn
stepped into the "father-figure while living. My point is that this
role" and did his best to lead his movie will change you. It will
shape you one way or the other. It
family.
There are so many incredible, is literally the most beautiful and
emotionally stirring themes most important film .that I have
within this movie that it clearly ever seen. So go watch it; this
becomes less of a movie and movie is out on DVD now and is
more of a lesson about life and the available almost anywhere.
human spirit. You cannot help but
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
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Islands' New Album Does Not
Leave Listeners Stranded
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

After the unexpected success of their first album, "Return
to Sea," and the disappointment of
their second album, "Ann's Way,"
Islands is back this month with
"Vapours." When ex-Unicorns
members
Jamie
Thompson
and Nick Diamonds formed
Islands, Unicorns fans expected
a lot of the same sounds, but as
Thompson and Diamonds proved
in "Return to Sea," their sound
has changed, and on "Vapours,"
they are experimenting more than
ever.
"Vapours" opens with
"Switched On," a sort of shoutout to '80s synthesizer tracks and
a Phil Collins-style percussion
section. With lyrics like "You
belong in the city/ I'm wrong for
the city/ Switch on a sad song
when I'm gone," "Switched On"
demonstrates Islands' playful
tone that permeates the rest of
the album.
"Vapours," the title track
and one of the more interesting
tracks on the album, takes on
the sound of a more up-tempo,
less guitar-driven garage hit
circa 1999.
A few tracks in, "Tender
Torture," probably one of the
best tracks on the album, kicks

Courtesy of www.post-gazette.com

The men of Islands.

in with more synthesizers and is
more representative of Islands'
signature sound: danceable,
heavy and vocal-driven. Lyrically,
"Tender Torture" is the sweetest
on the album with lines like "I
don't want to see anything/ If I
can't see you."
Do not get too excited yet,
though, because even though
there are a lot of upbeat tracks
on the album, the dark, weariness
of their previous album, "Ann's
Way," still resonates on some
tracks. Still, some of the moodiest
tracks on the album, such as
':No You Don't," "Devout," and,
the album closer, "Everything
is Under Control" are definitely
worth listening to. "No You
Don't" switches back and fo.rth ..

between ominous vocals, a stock
bassline and whirling guitars,
while "Devout" and "Everything
is Under Control" both feature
swooning, high-pitched vocals
and heavy rhythm guitar.
Every track on the album
takes on its own persona and its
own sound. There is no constant
on "Vapours," just a gathering
of sort of similar tracks going in
different directions. While this
is an extremely difficult pursuit
and every track on the album is
nothing short of amazing, the
album, as a whole, is not cohesive
because of this. However, the
musical genius on each single
track is worth every penny
you would have to spend on
this album.
I.

"Sh*t Happens" in "Whip It"

Babe Ruthless (Ellen Page) entices the audience to cheer after performing the classic
derby move "The Whip. "

ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

Sh *t does happen, and as
one of the first lines in Drew
Barrymore's directorial debut,
the words foreshadow the turns
the characters make in the rest of
"Whip It."
Bliss Canvendar (Ellen
Page, "Smart People," "Juno")
is a small-town Texas girl who
competes in beauty pageants to
please her former beauty queen
mother, works as a waitress,
and who is alsobullied by the
popular kids.
Not satisfied with her life or
her shoes, Bliss discovers roller
derby while shoe shopping. As
soon as she sees three tattooed
women roll into the store, Bliss
falls in love with the sport. After
picking up a flyer and pulling the
old lie-to-the-parents gag, Bliss
tries out to be a part of the Hurl
Scouts, a team that has not won a

game in a long time.
Even though she has not
skated since she was a little girl
and is only 17 years old (when
it is required members be 21 or
over unless they have a parent's
signature) Bliss trains herself
and makes the team when Razor
(Andrew Wilson, "Idiocrasy,"
"Fever Pitch"), the coach for the
Hurl Scouts, sees Bliss's speed.
With Babe Ruthless, as Bliss
was christened after joining the
team, and Razor's new playbook
the team actually wins some
games and Bliss and her quirky
teammates grow closer as they
try to defeat their arch nemesis,
the Holy Rollers.
The movie is a love story.
Actually, it is many love stories.
Bliss falls in love with roller
derby and Oliver (Landon Pigg),
the lead singer in a band and a
derby fan. But their relationship
does not take the main front in the
movie. Yes, they do spend a lot

of time together and shenanigans
ensue, but Bliss' derby career
always remains on the front
plane, which is great because the
movie is about roller derby.
The story is nice and sweet,
but the acting is what makes this
movie worth watching. Although
Page's character is similar to Juno,
she plays Bliss more delicate than
Juno was, even when kicking and
elbowing other women.
Other great performances
are delivered by Marcia Gay
Harden ("The Maiden Heist,"
"The Courageous Heart of Irena
Sendler"), who plays Bliss'
mother, Daniel Stem ("Red
Blue States," "A Previous
Engagement"), who plays her
father, and Jimmy Fallon, who
plays the colorful commentator
"Hot Tub" Johnny Rocket
and is in the movie for all of
10 minutes.
The movie introduces the
audience to a new face of roller
derby. You get past the fishnets
and clever, tough names and
realize the reason these women
do what they do. For every one
of them this is an escape from
their daily lives working as
cashiers or flight attendants. This
is something at which they are
good and makes them feel alive.
You will be rooting for the Hurl
Scouts by the end of the film
because you will . realize this is
more than a sport to these women;
this is their life.
l
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Throwback of the Week:
Dean .Martin
JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

In life, there are choices
we make that define who we
are. When it comes to ItalianAmerican famous icons of the
1950s and 1960s, the choice is
simple. While it is possible to
admire both, everyone must like
one over the other, either Dean
"Dino" Martin or Frank "Old
Blue Eyes" Sinatra.
For my money, it's the one
and only Dean Martin. Born in
Steubenville, Ohio to Italianimmigrant parents, Martin was
a high school dropout who knew
the world had something big to
offer, and he wanted a "piece of
the pie."
He went on to become one
of the premier entertainment acts
of all time. He and his friend,
Jerry Lewis, performed hilarious
comedy bits. Martin starred
in many films, hosted his own
variety show for years, performed
all across the country and, even
though he could not even read
music, recorded over 100 records
and 600 songs.
"Dino: The Essential Dean
Martin" is the perfect album to get
you acquainted to this American
icon. It includes most of Dino's

biggest and most famous songs,
songs that have been used in
Hollywood many times and that
you will most likely be familiar
with. One of the most popular
songs on this album-"Ain't That
a Kick In the Head"-has been
used in movies such as "National
Lampoon's Vegas Vacation"
and "A Bronx Tale," to name
just two.
The hits and the nostalgiafilled classics keep on coming,
all reminders of a wonderful
time I am much too young to
have known but still miss as if I
had been there, and a time when
performers were elegant and
wore tuxedoes on stage. They
were incredibly charming and
chivalrous and used their voices
and talents to put on a great
show without any fireworks or
special effects.
"That's Amore," an incredibly famous song that is
still heard today, "Sway" and
"Volare" make up some of the
most romantic lyrics anyone has
ever sung. When combined with
the incredible violins, guitars and
pianos that serve as the canvas
for Martin's masterpieces, you
are transported to another time,
a time of simple pleasures an~
innocence. '

Incredibly proud of his
Italian background, he and
Sinatra practically ushered that
culture to the forefront of the
pop scene. They often sang m
Italian; "Mambo Italiano" is
prime example.
On this album, all of these
songs are digitally remastered.
In total, you get 30 amazing
tracks. More than that, however,
is the opportunity to peek into
the life of this maestro--a man
that captured the heart ofthe U.S.
with his charm, his wit, his talent,
his voice and his personality.
Frank Sinatra was great in
his own right; there is no denying
that. There is just something about
Dean Martin that will get to you.
He was someone you wanted to
be friends with. He was incredibly
funny and seemed like he just
wanted to have a good time. His
charming attitude always came
through in his music.
Hopefully, the youth of
today and tomorrow can appreciate music of this class. This
music is timeless, it is from
the heart and it will always be
remembered by those of us whom
can warmly recall the glories of a
time passed and whom, upon this
memory, can obtain the optimism
to beIieve'hi·;i'better to·morrow.

Dean Martin, a member of the "rat pack."

It's the End of the World
As We Know It

Dennis Quaid may be suffering from a case of "pandorum."

JUAN GALLO
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

"Pandorum" is the latest
in sci-fi thrillers. Directed by
Christian Alvart and starring
Dennis Quaid and Ben Foster,
the movie takes place hundreds
of years into the future.

The plot takes off with
the information that the Earth,
which is growing in population,
is losing an incredible amount
of resources. In fact, it is no
longer capable of sustaining
life. The latest, greatest human
accomplishment is a massive
spaceship, which will be sent out

into space to explore findings on a
planet believed to be very similar
to Earth.
Suddenly, we see Bower,
played by Foster, awaking from
his hyper-sleep with a mild case
of amnesia, attempting to put the
pieces together. He is joined by
the also recently awoken Payton,

Bower's lieutenant, played by
Quaid. The two then decide that
they need to figure out what is
going on, and that they need to
get the ship running again.
Eventually, they discover
they are not alone and are
joined on the ship by creatures
that are not quite human. The
movie then becomes a fight for
survival with the clock ticking
as they are running out of time
before the ship is completely out
of power, without the hope of
being regenerated.
I must say that the first
30 minutes of the film were
absolutely wonderful. The director makes brilliant choices to
ensure you are just as clueless as
the characters are. I was intrigued
by the way the story was set up
and the anxiety I felt waiting to
see how things would play out.
I admit I jumped several times
because of the brilliant camera
techniques and the use of sound
to create a tense environment; I
was so involved in the story that
I became highly vulnerable to
these tricks.
As he has done for
years, Quaid adds a brilliant

performance proving once more
that he definitely still has "it" and
that, in these mature years, he is
making fantastic film choices.
Foster also gives a superb
performance, ensuring that his
name is still included in the list of
great, young Hollywood actors.
Unfortunately, the middle
of the movie drags a bit. The fact
that so little was still known at
this point in the movie became
a bit frustrating. I found myself
begging for a resolution to
come soon. Eventually, the
movie picked up again and the
conclusion of the story certainly
did not disappoint.
Of recent films in this genre
that I have seen, I would put
"Pandorum" very near the top
of the list, second to "Sunshine,"
which is one of the best films in
the sci-fi-horror-thriller genre.
Still, it goes a long way to say
that while this genre is personally
not my favorite, this movie
was very entertaining and left
me feeling quite satisfied. I definitely recommend "Pandorum"
for a good change of pace from
everything else offered today.
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A Letter to Students:
NSU College of Optometry
Utilization of Gallup Survey Results
September 2009

The College of Optometry took a multi-level approach in response to our first and second Gallup Survey results.
In order to specifically identify the issues that were driving our lower-than-expected scores in some areas, we conducted follow-up surveys of students and

faculty. The results from the student surveys allowed us to focus our efforts specifically upon one portion of our curriculum: our third year primary care clinic.
The most significant change we made in response to the Gallup and subsequent surveys was to modify the instrument used for student evaluation and feedback.
Our new form has incorporated input from students, faculty, and extemship site directors, and allows a finer-grained assessment of student skills and knowledge
base. The new evaluation instrument requires written comments regarding strengths and weaknesses of the student's performance, rather than an assignation of
pass or fail. Students have responded very favorably to the change, as measured by written survey administered at the midterm.
The faculty survey results highlighted, among other issues, our growing need to manage our communication flow across and among all constituents.
Several policies have already been implemented to enhance the flow of information to and from faculty, staff, and administration. Further, as a
side effect of our rapid growth as a College, our three clinical sites and varied scheduling has presented · a challenge for the faculty and administration
to feel connected. We have addressed this by providing faculty and administrators a chance to participate in organized social activities on a
regular basis.
Another relatively simple action we have taken was to install suggestion boxes for students, faculty, and staff. The staff have especially appreciated the
opportunity to provide feedback in this manner.
As a unifying measure, we also designed and bought T-shirts and buttons'with an "Eye Care" logo for all students, staff, and faculty.
These activities were embraced by the administration, with the expectation that our overall levels of engagement will be enhanced in the final Gallup Survey
administration next month.

David S. Loshin, O.D., Ph.D.
Dean
NSU College of Optometry

Ovi ian Careers
You can serve your country
without enlisting.
In fact, many important roles aren't military or
sea-going. They are staffed by civilians, from
electricians to IT specialists. They support the
mission to protect America's coastlines and
ports ... enforce the laws at sea ... preserve the
environment. .. and save lives.

• Job stability and security
• Excellent federal benefits
• Training and learning from the best

Currently seeking individuals with experience in:
• Computers/IT
• Engineering
• Economics/Finance
• Law
• Procurement/Contract Management
• Security/Intelligence
• Trades/Craft/Labor
• Marine Transportation
• Vessel Traffic Management

To learn more or to apply, visit:
VISIT CENTRAL PARK PLACE OR
CAl:.L 1-888-827-5301 TODAY TO LEARN MORE.

WWW.USCG.MIL/CIVILIAN
Applicants must be

u.s.citizens. All positions will require clearance or the ability to obtain clearance.

Some pOSitions require a top secret (TS) clearance. An equal opportunity employer.

©2008. PaictfGr by tile Wnited States Ar-my. AU rigbts resel"led.
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This Just In:
Broward County is Not
hnmune to Corruption
STEFANI RUBINO
MANAGING/OPINIONS EDITOR

Since the start of the
U.S. 's "financial meltdown,"
government officials all over
the country have been under the
microscope. Their constituents
want to know what they are
doing and why they are doing '
it. In some ways, this has been
extremely beneficial, especially
in places like New Jersey and
Illinois, where officials have been
caught in fraudulent and illegal
situations. When information
like this finally started getting
coverage in major media outlets,
. officials in other cities and
counties immediately denounced
the people involved and pledged
they would never put themselves
or their constituents in those
kinds of situations.
We wanted to believe that
our representatives could not
do things to hurt us, and we
claimed it would never happen
where we live. The truth is,
though, corruption could happen
anywhere, especially when there
are large sums of money involved.
This week, Broward County
has been under a microscope
as Josephus Eggelletion, Jr., a
Broward County commissioner,
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Editor's Note
SERENA MANN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

. Last week, I quoted author
and life coach, Susan Ford
Collins, who said, " .. .people
who crash and burn are the ones
Beverly Gallagher, a Broward with the 10 percent of $200,000 who don't pay attention to the
County School Board member, required to bail him out?
small things." Eating a healthy
and Fitzroy Salesman, former
It is clear that, even with breakfast, exercising regularly
Miramar commissioner, along the pressures from the federal and making time for yourself
with a few others, were all government, the state govern- are just a few things students
arrested during a F.B.1. federal ment and the constituents, repre- overlook.
In school, we are focused
corruption probe.
sentatives are still sneaky enough
Though their alleged crimes . to get away , with crimes that on getting an "A" on an exam or
range from money laundering to defraud the state of millions of finishing a project. At home, we
receiving compensation based on dollars and can cause years of treasure watching our favorite how to live a healthier lifestyle.
certain decisions they have made, unforeseeable consequences. But television shows, instead of NSU has up to 17 clinics available
they have one thing in common: we do not have to sit idly by.
spending time to reconnect with for students to use on campus and
it all happened right in our own
On Broward County's Web ' our families. At work, we aim to they are also highlighted within
backyard. The question is how site, www.broward.org, there make it to our offices on time or the magazine.
did nobody see this coming?
The Current will also be
are listings . for school board to avoid. being reprimanded by
implementing a new "nutrition
The reports do not mention meetings, county commission our bosses.
how long the F.B.1. had been meetings and all other meetings
NSU has established a Q & A" piece within the sports
investigating Broward County in which representatives vote university-wide
collaborative section of the paper . to answer
or why it took so long to make or propose ideas. Many of these effort to develop a culture of all of your nutrition questions.
arrests, blit supposedly they had meetings are open to the public, health and wellness on campus. Marilyn Gordon, a registered!
been committing these crimes and people all over the county are There are an abundant number licensed dietician and nutritionist,
since 2006. Three years went by free to voice their opinions. So, of resources available on campus will answer student questions
and nobody- not even someone if you see or notice something that students can use to help direct about food intake, making
healthy choices and anything else
who worked closely with these going on where you live, bring their lives onto a healthier road.
Wellness Made Simple is you want to know.
people-saw anything? If they it to the meeting with you and
Send us your questions at
a magazine focused on sharing
did, they certainly did not mention express your views.
There is never a guarantee personal experiences from staff nsunews@nova.edu. We want to
it.
On top of all of that, a Broward that something will come out and students as well as tips on hear from you.
County judge found it appropriate of this, but it does not hurt to
to set Eggelletion's bail at a try. If you rally enough people
measly $200,000. Is this some witnessing the same thing to go
kind of sick joke? If the man with you, officials will not be
is allegedly receiving as much able to deny the power of a large • In the article, "NSU Students Build School in Uganda for 'Invisible
money as has been reported; did group of people pushing to fix an Children, ,,, the correct e-mail for Philipp Kromer is kphilipp@nova.edu.
the judge really think it would be unlawful or harmful situation.
• In the article, "NSU Student Aims to End Hunger in Philippines by
that hard for his family to come up
2024" the correct e-mail for Philipp Ortiz is ophilip@nova.edu.

Issue 7 Correction

On the Scene
ANNARELY RODRIGUEZ
NEWS EDITOR

What have you been doing to prevent
contracting the HINI virus?
"I use the hand sanitizer [posts] in every stop. The doctor said I got
[HINI] but my blood-work was fine. All I had was a sore throat and
other symptoms."
Ryan York, a sophomore sports science major

"I wash my hands, don't touch my face or mouth, and keep my interactions
to a minimum."
Shelissa Gomes, a sophomore psychology major

Write for
The Current
We are currently accepting
applications for writers to work on
articles for our weekly publication.
Employees will be eligible to gain
hands-on experience in a newsroom
environment and work with
real-world deadlines, all while
having fun.
Journalism experience is preferred,
but not necessary.
Training is provided.

"I wash my hands more often. I also use the little hand sanitizer things '
all over campus."
Rihanna Dorsett, a sophomore exercise-science major

"Hands sanitizer, lots of it. I also take vitamins like Ester-C, vitamin c."
Reema Quadri, a freshman biology major

Stop by our office for an
application today!

For more information, please contact
The Current at (954) 262-8455 or email us at
nsunews@nova.edu
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25 % Off All Frames and Lenses
Get an eye exam September 14tht -October 14th at any of our locations
and receive an extra 5% off frame and lenses on show day
Outside prescriptions accepted • Discounts not valid with insurance or other discounts

Prizes and Giveaways
• Raffles Every 30 Minutes
• Grand Prize Drawing at the End ofthe Event

NSU Health Care Center
l750 N.B. 167th Street N. Miami Beach, FL 33162
.
Ph: (954) 262-4200

Open 9:00 am • 5:00 pm
P'~~~ MIA
Move to the Music
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NBHD.Speciaity Care Center
1111 W. Broward Blvd. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
Ph: (954) 525-1351

Open 9:00 am - 5:00 pm .

Show Location

ZiffHealth Care_Center

3200 S. University Drive • Davie, FL 33328 • (954) 262-4200
..
-,
Open 12:00 pm - 8:00 pm

www.opticaist.leshow.com

